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Bathroom Remodels
Have a bathroom that
needs updating? Tired of
the same old, same old?
There are several things
you can do to change
things up a bit in a
bathroom. Here are some creative ideas to rev up your
imagination.

Designing With Grout
If you have a favorite tile in your bath that
has worn like iron and you don't really
want to change it, consider the grout. The
grout between the tiles doesn't have to
be an afterthought. In fact, it can be a
design feature that harmonizes with the overall. By choosing
a contrasting color that adds to the design or draws attention
to itself may add flair. Likewise, a grout color that matches
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your tile can blend so well that the look you create is more
continuous. Even with new tile this is a great idea!

Look At The Lighting
Lighting definitely creates a look and feel.
The fixtures you choose are only part of
the equation. Another part is the amount
and type of light output from the fixture. A
well-lit bathroom always creates a bright
and clean feel. On the other hand, if you are a romantic, you
may want a softer lighting scheme. Whatever your tastes,

remember, lighting contributes to the look, feel and mood of
the room.
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Mix & Match Colors
Shades of gray have been strong in
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recent times and will probably
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continue into 2016. Gray is timeless
and neutral. Those gray shades can
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be found in tile, glass, natural stone
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1. Dream

and more. But your personality may
yearn for more color and accents. Do one of the walls in a
nice bright accent color. Or consider a multi-colored shower
backsplash in a contrasting color.

Make Your list, of
everything you want!

2. Design
Next, sit with Michael and
make a plan!

Increase Your Shower Size
As closets have grown, so have
showers. The challenge of
remodeling an existing bathroom is to
work with the available space. Large
showers means less space for other
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things. Some homeowners are opting for larger showers

Then, sit back. Take

wall to wall waterproofing, usually achieved through beautiful

advantage of CB's worry
free security package.

and no tub. Large showers often require floor to ceiling and
tile selections.

Stand Alone Tubs

It includes total

On the other hand, if you love
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the luxury of a bubble bath, a

management, unequaled
warranty, reliable drug-

stand-alone tub may be the
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ticket. They come in a variety of
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shapes, sizes, styles, colors
and materials. Free standing soakers generally require
more space. Their popularity has contributed to lots of
available options. It might be something you want to look
into.

That Fabulous Floor
Kitchen
Need
A Facelift?

A unique floor design can become the
main focus of your bathroom. Today,
there are so many options in tiles you
can pretty much design your own
custom look. With just a little help and
guidance, tile gives you the freedom to mix and match
colors and styles to create a personalized pattern you

prefer. From geometric to nature scenes, the sky's the limit.
Just remember that all the colors need to work together,
from floor to walls to fixtures.

How To Make A Plan
A bathroom remodel project includes many
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decisions. All need to integrate and work
together. It doesn't have to be
overwhelming. Custom Built Design &
Remodeling are experienced professional
remodelers. We'll help guide your decisions
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into a plan. Call us today to help you get started on your
next remodel project. You can reach us at 517-881-8971.
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